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SOME 

1. Introduetion 

POINT FOR 

By J. Achari. 

Let (M. d) be a metric space. CB(M) stands for non-empty. closed bounded 
subsets of M , C(M) stands for cIass öf nonempty, compact subsets of M and 
CL(M) for nonempty cIosed subsets of M. Let H denote the Hausdorff metric 

induced by metric d, that is the metric defined by 
H(A, B)=inf {e>ü; ACN(B, e) and BCN(A, e)} 

where 
N(A,e)= {xεM; d(x, a) <e for some aεA} ， e>α A is a. 

subset of M , and 

d(x, A)=inf {d(x, a); aEA} 

In a recent paper Ciric [1] has proved some fixed point theorems when a 
mapping T on M satisfies the foIIowing inequality. 

(1) min {d(Tx , Ty) , d(x, Tx) , d(y, Ty)} -min {d(x, Ty) , d(y, Tx)}드ad(x， y) 

for some 0<α <1 and aII x， yεM. He has also shown that if T is not orbitally 
continuous then T may fail to have a fixed point. 

In this paper we extend the idea of Cirié to multivalued mappings Fj(i= 1, 2, …m) 

when Fi satisfies the condition 

(2) min {H(Fix, FjY). d(x. Fjx). d(y, Fjy)} -miπ {d(x. Fjy) , d(y, Fix)} 

드ad(x， y) t', jε{1， 2, …m} 

for some 0<α <1 and all X， yεM. 

Before going in the theorems we state the foIIowing definitions and the result 

used by Nadler Jr [2]. 

DEFINITION 1. A multivalued function Fj: M • M is a point to set correspondence. 

An orbit of Fi at the point xεM is a sequence {xn : xnεF /xn _ 1) }, where xo=x. 

A multivalued function Fj is orbitaIIy uppersemicontinuous if Xn→uεM implies 

ιεFiu whenever {Xn} is an orbit of Fj at some XεM. 

DEFINITION 2. A space M is F[orbitally complete if every orbit of Fj at 
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some XεM which is Cauchy sequence, converges in M. 

LEMMA 1. Let A , BεCB(M). Then for all e>O and aεA， there exz"sts bεB 

such tJwt d(a, b)르H(A， B)+e.Furthermore， if A ,BEÇ(M) then one, can.select 

bεB such tkat d(a, b)드H(A， B). 

2. Fixed Point Theorems 

THEOREM 1. Let M be a F(orbitally comp!ete metric space and F i: M • C(M) , 
i=l, 2, …, m be orbitally 때Iþer semicontinuous maPPings satisfing the condition 

(3) min {H(Fix, FjY)' d(x, Fix) , d(y, Fjy)} -min{d(x, FjY)' d(y, Fix)}드αd(x， y) 

for all x， yεAf， i，jε {1， 2 •.... m} and some O<a<l. 

Then {Fd씀1 kave a common fixed point. That is there ex싫 μεM ψz"th uεFiU• 

i=l, 2. …• m. 

PROOF. Let now x be arbitrary point in M and Iet us consider the following 

()rbit of Fi at x 

xo=x. x1EF1(xoJ, x2εF2(X1) ， …. xm_ 1EF m-l (xm_ 2). 

xmεF m(xm_ 1) , xm+lεF1 (xm) , xm+2εF2(xm+1)' 

That is xnεFr(xn_ 1) where n=qm+r with 0드γ<m 

and Iet 

d(xn• xn+ 1)드H(F/xn_ 1 ) ， Fr+l (xn)) 

We cIaim that {xn} is Cauchy sequence. It is easy to see that 

d(xm• xm +l)드H(Fm(xm_l)' F1(xm)) 

From (3) we get 

min {H(F m(X,.• 1)' F 1 (xm)) , d(F m(Xm- 1) , xm_1)' d(xm• F 1 (xm))} 

-min {d(xm• F m(xm- 1)). d(xm_ l' F 1(xm)} 르 αd(xm， xm- 1) 

d(xm• xm+1) 드 αd(xm_ l' xm) 드 amd(xo' F 1xoJ 
Next assume by way of induction, that for some integer p> m 

d(xj' xj+1) 드 αJ d(xo' F 1xoJ for j=l. 2, …, P- 1. 

Let p=qm+r, then xp +1εFr+l (xp) and 

d(xp• Xþ+1) 드 H(F/xp_ 1) , Fr+ 1 (x;씨) 

드 αd(x"， X~_I)드aÞd(x". F ,x,J. P’ P一1-' -- - '-0' - 1-0' 

\ 
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This completes induction and thus we have 

d(xn, Xn+1) <.::; αnd(Xo' FIX~ for n=l, 2, . 

Now 
n+Þ-l n+Þ-l 

d(xn, Xn+씨드 필 d(xi, Xi+1) 드 (필 αi)d(xa， F1x야→O 

as n→∞ for P=l, 2, ..... . 

15~ 

Hence it follows that the orbit of Fi at X is Cauchy sequence. Being M , 
F(orbitally complete, there is some μεM such that 

lim Xn =μ. 
n 

Then orbital upper semicontinuity of 진 implies zεF싼 and this completes. 

the proof of the Theorem. 

THEOREM 2. Let M be a compact me!ric space and for each ÀεA， A being an 

arbzïrary indexing se!, let F ì..: M • CL(M) be orbz'tally μiPper semz'contz"noμs 

ηzapþz'ng and let 

(4) mz'n {H (F ì..x, Fμy) ， d(x, F ì..x) , d(y, Fμy)} -m쩌 {d(x, Fμy) ， d(y, F ì..x)} 

드αd(x， y) for all x， yεM， À， μεA and some 0<α<1. Then the famz'ly {Fì..} λEA' 

has a sz'multaneous fz'xed points. 

PROOF. Let Bλ= {xεM: xεFì..x} for each ÀεA. Then Bì..놓 rþ. Since Fλ is 

orbitally upper semicontinous, each Bì.. is closed. Next, if Bì..;' z'=l, 2, ... m is a 

m 
finite collection , then by Theorem 1 낀l B샘rþ. Thus {Bì..} ì..EA is a collection of 

nonempty closed subsets of M having finite intersection property. Using com

pactness of M , n ì..εABì..놓 rþ. It is easy to see that for any uεUì..εABì..’ uEFì..zι 

for all ÀεA. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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